
Thriftwood School

Starship Enterprise
Primary Curriculum

Swan Class

Miss Tyler, Mrs Ferguson and Mrs Chittock

Firstly I would like to introduce myself as Mrs 
Rayner, the new Primary Phase Leader. It has 
been a pleasure to be working with all the 
children at Thriftwood School and look forward 
to getting to know them all more over time. 
Please do feel free to contact me via the office at 
any time if you wish to discuss anything. The 
door is always open. I look forward to meeting 
you all at school events over time. 

The Thriftwood Code

Show 
Respect

Work 
Hard

Be 
friendly

Tell the 
truth

Be Kind

Listen 
Well

Take care 
of 
property



Starship Enterprise
Visitors

Pop up planetarium 

Story Teller 

Parent Events

Parents Progress 
Evening

22nd February

Science, Art and Topic
Earth and Space

Knowledge of time and 
timelines

Space travel

Swimming – Wednesday

PSHE
Zones of regulation
Health and hygiene

Relationships
Friendships

Fundamentals for the Future
All our activities are planned with our 

targets in mind focusing on:
Healthy Lifestyle and good choices

Personal Development and Independence
Learning and Employment

Relationships and community

Maths
Number/place value

Subtraction
Shape/ Position 

Time
Money

English
Our shared stories this term will be ‘Man on the moon a day in 
the life of Bob’. We will use role-play and story sequencing to 
encourage speaking and listening skills. We will be labelling 

pictures using our phonics skills or building simple sentences and 
we will be using non-fiction space themed texts after half term.

Each lesson will consist of 1:1 work with an adult (with a 
communication focus), group work and workstation tasks.

Social Communication and Interaction
Every pupil has their own individual communication and 
interaction targets set out in their One Plan (e.g. To make 

eye contact when making requests, To make requests using 
Person-verb-noun structure, To tolerate others using 

shared resources). We work on these targets in all areas of 
school life including playtime, trips and snack. We use each 
individual’s special interests to keep him/her engaged and 

give him/her a purpose for communication.


